To provide security in Smart cards is a challenging problem because now-a-days the use of smart cards is being increased.Biometrics is one among the security providing issues which shows the path to increase the level of security in smart cards.Here the biometric template is stored in the memory of the smart card as well as the databases of the servers.The authentication is performed at the both sides i.e.,in smart card and central server.After the essential authentication and verification levels only,smart card can be accessed
1.INTRODUCTION 1.1 Biometrics
Biometrics [1] is the term is which is associated with the use of unique physiological characteristics to identify an individual. A variety of biometric traits have been developed and are used to authenticate the person's identity such as face, iris, fingerprint, signature etc.A biometric system can be used either as an 'identification' system or a 'verification' (authentication) system, which are defined below Identification -This is called as "One to Many" process. The biometric identity captured without the person"s knowledge is used for identification process. Verification -This is called as "One to One" process.In verification, biometric templates are used to verify a person's identity.
Types of Biometrics
Fingerprint: It uses the patterns found on the fingertip. Face Recognition:It analyzes the characteristics of an individual's face. Hand Geometry: It measures the shape of the hand. Iris Scanning : In this, the unique characteristics of the human iris are analysed to identify an individual Voice: Voice authentication is based on voice-to-print authentication, where complex technology transforms voice into text. [5] requires the close proximity to a reader. Both the reader and the card have antennae, and these two communicate using radio frequencies (RF) by this contactless link. Most contactless cards also derive power for the internal chip from this electromagnetic signal. The range is generally one-half to three inches for nonbattery-powered cards,useful for applications like building entry and payment that require a very fast card interface. Combinational Smart Cards--The combination smart cards are a combination of the contact smart cards and contactless smart cards. These cards can be read and written with contact or without contact with the reader. Plastic card 
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Smart Card Architecture
The smart card architecture can be explained by using Physical characteristics, Electrical characteristics and their components which are as follows.  Physical Characteristics A smart card is a piece of silicon in a piece of plastic.The manufacturing of smart cards consists of a silicon chip which is connected to a contact module and then the whole being assembled on a plastic card body. 
2.RELATED WORK 1.3 Common Attacks on Smart Cards
The best method for classifying the possible attacks on the smart cards is to categorize the attacks by the parties involved in the attack action.The different parties in the smart card based system are Cardholder, Dataowner, terminal, card issuer, card manufacturer, software manufacturer. There may be different types of attacks on smart cards.Differential power analysis is a typical attack on the smart card.In this,the power consumed by the smart card is analysed to guess the internal behavior of the card.Side channel attacks,illeagal code attacks and fault induction attacks are certain types of attacks.
Classifying the Attackers
The authorization and trust model for the card [5] is as shown below In order to convert the data, an encryption algorithm and a key are required. If the same key is used for both encryption and decryption then that key is called a secret key and the algorithm is called a symmetric algorithm 
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Combining Biometrics with Smart Cards
Biometrics and smartcards [6] is considered to be a very useful combination of technologies. The security and convenience of biometrics increases the level of security in smart card applications. On the other hand, smartcards have a secure and portable way of storing biometric templates,otherwise they need to be stored in a central database. Among the various biometrics technologies available today, fingerprint recognition seems to be particularly suitable for smartcard systems. [7] In general biometric authentication in smart cards is classified into three types:  Template on Card (TOC) In this type of cards,the fingerprint template is stored in the memory of the card itself.So,whenever the user"s fingerprint template is captured,it will be sent to another system for authentication.
 Match on Card (MOC) In MOC [8] also the biometric template is stored in the memory of the smart card.But,unlike in TOC,the authentication and matching process in the card itself.  System on Card (SOC) The SOC intermixes the technologies of both Template on Card(TOC),and Match on Card(MOC).Here also,the process of acquiring live template and authentication,matching process remains the same.
Client application requests an authentication from Authentication Gateway by sending Application Label (AL). Application Label is used for deciding authentication level. With AL, different security levels can be applied. Authentication gateway retrieves the information of the smart card and policy from the policy server. The authentication phase initiates by sending policy to smart card. Thereafter,a message is created at smart card side which is sent to authentication server.Authentication server performs the authentication and sends it back to the authentication gateway only if the sent message is valid. Authentication gateway returns this assertion to client so that the client can use it in login operation [9] . When an application server receives this authentication assertion, it will send this assertion to the authentication server for validation.
Three-Factor Authentication
In today"s digital world, three-factor authentication is not only helpful for security issues but also provides the ease of use to the user.Three-factor authentication can make the smart cards more securable [10] . For instance,giving two biometric templates such as fingerprint and face for an embedded application,and thereafter,entering the password to login a system can be a Three-factor authentication.There may exists another password for the application the user uses.In smart cards, PIN code, fingerprints and facial recognition is a threefactor authentication.But it cannot be a four-factor authentication.
The YesCard / NoCard Issue
The YesCard is a unauthorizedly modified smart card.In this smart card,a positive authentication reply will be obtained even in the case of the fake fingerprints received.This easily helps the intruders to attack the system by inserting his own biometric data.The NoCard is completely opposite to the YesCard.The NoCard is a smart card which has been unauthorizedly modified so that it always answer with a negative authentication, despite of the biometric data it receives. In this case,the access to the smart card is denied even to the authorized user.
Authentication Policy server
The Match-On-Card has the unique feature of acquiring and storing the user"s biometric template in the smart card"s memory module.Only the authorized users will be acknowledged positively after performing internal authentication process. Here, the smart card takes the decision and does the authentication. The main argument against this MOC [11] are YesCard and NoCard.These are explained easily by the following protocols. Let us assume the use of a secure block cipher E and a cryptographic key k to be shared between smart cards and the system. The challenge response protocol [12] is primarily used to show the decision made by the smart card.The verification of the candidate template T is done and if it is positively verified then smart card sends r=E k (c).And if the T does not matches i.e., negatively verified,then smart card sends r=c.
Smart card System
Capture finger, Extract T
Check T pick random c
If positive, r=E k (c) send r If negative,r=c check r
Fig 13: Protocol #1
The above protocol is useful for only the YesCard. So we will replace c by c k b.This denotes the combination of c with a bit b. where b= 0 if negative authentication is done and b= 1 if positive authentication is done.Then the smart card will send r = E k (c k b). This protocol definitely protects from an unauthorized smart card whether it is a YesCard or a NoCard.
The Oracle Issue
An oracle is an algorithm in which we can give input as questions and can get output as answers.The oracle model is a powerful tool to provide the security for a system.Even though, a smart card can be used as an oracle by an unauthorized system to see a matching candidate T.
Smart card System
Capture finger, Extract T.
Check T send {T,c} pick random c r=E k (c||{0,1}) send r check r The protocol #2 could not protect the system from the attcker"s access.An easy way to protect the smart card [13] from the unauthorized access is to encrypt the couple {T, c} by using a shared key k. This can protect the smart card from side-channel attacks.The concatenated bit cannot be known because all the other bits of the challenge c are no longer available. 
3.EXPECTED RESULTS
By combining biometrics with the smart cards,the security is well enhanced.Also,we have introduced the problems faced in the YesCard and NoCard issues.The proposed protocol also helps to provide security in the biometric enabled smart cards.Hence,this protocol prevents the attackers from being smart cards used as an oracle to guess its biometric content.These biometric smart cards can be implemented in designing Auto Teller Machines(ATM).In ATMs,card owner will be recognized based on fingerprints.This system can be more secure as entire system is designed using embedded systems.
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